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for Martino Panizza and Alice Purton 

Note 

Both parts are bowed in hush. The physical space between bow and string is explored. This space is approached with extreme delicacy and care. Often the natural nervous 
twitch of the hand determines whether sound will be produced. These sounds are extremely soft and fragile. Often no sound is produced at all, leaving only a physical 
gesture. Slow glissandi are indicated in the score by hand drawn lines. Often the natural nervous twitch of the hand determined whether a line would be produced.   
 
This is the second work in a series of pieces, collectively known as line.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Performance directions 

This piece may be amplified.  

The alignment between the instruments shown in the score is an approximation only showing the likely vertical relationships. 

Cues (N.B. Arrows point towards the part that you receive the cue from) 

Vertical arrows going between different parts point towards a cue. When you hear/see the cue, play the relevant passage. 

Dashed line vertical arrows: that a note or phrase should begin/occur when the player perceives that the relevant pizzicato/plucked note (i.e. the note immediately before the 
dashed line) in another part has decayed away completely. 

Harp 

Pedals should be set as follows: C, D, E#, F, G#, A and B#. There is no need to change the pedals at any point in the piece.  

The harp may be placed on its side on the floor. 

The vertical line at the start of a system represents a string where t = top, 1/4 = a quarter of the way down a string etc. to b = bottom of the string (i.e. the part of the string 
closest to the pedal mechanism of the harp).   

For the majority of the piece the harp is bowed with the shaft of a drumstick or a thin round piece of wood.  

Handwritten lines indicate the position of the drumstick on the string and the distance between the string and the drumstick.  

• When the line is very faint (on page 5, for example) hold the drumstick between 2 to 5 mm above the string, there should be an extremely low risk of producing a 
bowed sound. Movement is primarily choreographic in interest.  

• When the line is very dark (around the fourth ‘tap’ of page 7, for example) very lightly place the drumstick on the string (the dynamic level should still be very low 
i.e. pp or below).  

• When the line is in-between these two extremes hold the bow between 0.5 to 2 mm above the string, there should be a moderate to high risk of producing a bowed 
sound. Allow natural nervous hand twitch to account for most of the contact between the drumstick and the string. 

 

 



N = no drawing of the bow against the string. The only movement that occurs is that of changing the position of the bow on the string.  

VVS = very very slow drawing of the bow against the string. Imitate approximately the bow speed of the cellist’s VVS.  

VS = very slow 

S = slow 

MS = moderately slow 

M = moderate 

F = fast 

VF = very fast 

 A square note head indicates the string to be bowed. Note that a clef applies for a whole page. 

A plucked note. Allow to decay naturally, do not dampen (unless otherwise indicated). As soft as possible.  

 Tap with the drumstick. Maintain the distance from the string according to the handwritten line as closely as possible before and after the tap. As soft as possible.  

 

N.B. The harp part would have been inconceivable without the creativity, inspiration and assistance of Martino Panizza. Thank you. 

 



Cello 

1/4, 1/3, 1/2 etc.: indicates the proportion of bow to be used. Always start at the tip of the bow.  

? : indicates an undefined proportion of bow/time to be used. Bow/play until the cue is reached.  

Silently depress the indicated pitch.  

Handwritten lines indicate glissandi and the distance between the string and the drumstick.  

• When the line is very faint (on page 5, for example) hold the bow between 2 to 5 mm above the string, there should be an extremely low risk of producing a bowed 
sound. Movement is primarily choreographic in interest.  

• When the line is very dark (before the first ‘pizz.’ of page 7, for example) very lightly place the bow on the string (the dynamic level should still be very low i.e. pp 
or below).  

• When the line is in-between these two extremes hold the bow between 0.5 to 2 mm above the string, there should be a moderate to high risk of producing a bowed 
sound. Allow natural nervous hand twitch to account for most of the contact between the bow and the string. 

Bow speed: 

VVS = very very slow drawing of the bow against the string. The goal is to produce a discontinuous (broken up) sound. 

VS = very slow 

S = slow 

MS = moderately slow 

M = moderate 

F = fast 

VF = very fast 

 



Bow position: 

msp = molto sul pont. 

psp = poco sul pont 

ord = ordinary bow position 

pst = poco sul tasto 

mst = molto sul tasto 

Allow all pizz. notes to decay naturally, do not dampen (unless otherwise indicated). As soft as possible.  

 A col legno tap. Maintain the distance from the string according to the handwritten line as closely as possible before and after the tap. As soft as possible. 

Execute page turns with your left hand while maintaining the indicated bowing actions with your right.    
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